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Federal Republic rather than East Germany more
specifically. Fremde und Fremd-Sein in der DDR
offers a productive initial corrective to this lacuna
that also speaks to the alarming racism and xeno‐
phobia that emerged in the former German
Democratic Republic (GDR) after 1989-90.
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sharp conflicts about ethnic Germans who settled

tions and practices that defined the Soviet occupa‐
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tion and the early years of SED rule helped to set
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analyze East German right-wing extremism not as
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foreign imposition. These essays also imply, but

of these ethical conceptions may have informed

do not thoroughly demonstrate, that the percep‐

subsequent xenophobia, although this point is,
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once again, provisionally suggested rather than

materials and methodological approaches to chart

carefully delineated.

the ways that Marxist-Leninist idioms of class and
revolutionary solidarity were imbued with na‐

Finally, a fourth group of essays addresses the
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and exclusion. These efforts do not amount, how‐
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ever, to a cohesive argument that moves beyond
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the editors' useful but modest call to attend not

ambivalence is discernible in attitudes toward

just to others, but also to the social structures that

foreign contract workers. East Germans may have

constitute otherness. Within the book, this point is

commonly regarded these migrants as less civi‐

made most forcefully by Rita Roehr, who insists

lized and disciplined than themselves, but they

on a more precise engagement with the relations

were often prepared to tolerate their presence as

between socialist and nationalist elements in East

long as their own superior position in factories

German collective imagining.

and work brigades went unchallenged. At the
same time, many East Germans resented contract

In addition, other axes of difference could

workers for their purported hoarding of scarce

have been treated more extensively. On the one

material goods, even as they valued Vietnamese

hand, the volume's attention to matters of family

workers in particular for their handmade blue
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jeans and other western-style wares. Such illicit
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On the other hand, the contributors have little to

tions.

say about matters of religious difference. Along
with further consideration of antisemitism in

As should by now be clear, this volume offers

state socialism, it would be particularly important

a wide-ranging--and worthwhile--treatment of the

to explore governmental policies and popular atti‐

intricacies and contradictions of East German

tudes toward the Lutheran Church: to what extent

constructions of difference. In particular, the con‐

could Lutheran institutions and practitioners be

tributions profitably draw on a variety of archival

accommodated within the socialist state, and un‐
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der what circumstances did they (threaten to) be‐
come others? This question seems particularly
pertinent given the church's role in the protests
that contributed to the GDR's final dissolution. On
the whole, though, Fremde und Fremd-Sein in der
DDR makes a significant contribution, and it pro‐
vides an important foundation for further inquiry
into the negotiation of difference in East Ger‐
many.
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